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The Corning Museum of Glass North Wing Expansion provides 100,000 square feet of new space, including spacious light-filled
galleries for its collection of contemporary works in glass, as well as one of the world’s largest facilities for glassblowing
demonstrations and live glass design sessions. The new gallery building which is the largest space anywhere dedicated to the
presentation of contemporary art in glass features skylighting with a sophisticated light-filtering system that is integrated with the
structural roof beams. The simple exterior glass surfaces are white, contemporary and almost devoid of detail. They frame and honor
the works inside much like a vitrine. Are you sure you want to remove Contemporary glass sculptures and panels from your list?
Contemporary glass sculptures and panels. selections from the Corning Museum of Glass. by Tina Oldknow. Published 2008 by Corning
artists, Glass sculpture, Corning Museum of Glass, Glass painting and staining. Internet Archive Wishlist. Places. New York (State),
Corning. Times. Celebrates the vast collection of contemporary glass sculpture and stunning panels in this renowned Museum’s
Languages.